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QUESTION 1

During the discovery phase of a BPM project, the BPM analyst is supposed to define the goal for the process. Which
goal of a car company follows the guidelines of the Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-bound (SMART)
acronym? 

A. Increase production of car parts by July 31, 2014. 

B. Increase the quality of North American cars by 5% in 2 weeks. 

C. Reduce coal emissions in European car factories by 10%. 

D. Reduce fuel economy for newly released cars from 30 km/hr to 45 km/hr by August 31, 2016. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A BPM analyst is helping to identify and select the appropriate solution for process improvement in a large BPM project.
What are the business levers the BPM analyst should focus on? 

A. Policy, Technology, Organization and People 

B. Policy, Data, Organization and People 

C. Process, Technology, Organization and People 

D. Process, Data, Organization and People 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A security company provides background checks on individuals as a service. Based on various criteria, a customer\\'s
request can have a different priority to receive a better level of service response time. Whether the background check
passes or fails should not impact the service level. Requests with a high priority need to be addressed within the same
business day, those with a medium priority can take up to 3 days to process, and those with a low priority must be
responded to within 5 business days. The security company is currently updating the background check process and
wants to define some performance measurements to ensure customers are receiving the service level they are paying
for. How should the BPM analyst define the measurements to meet these requirements? 

A. Calculate the rate of background check passes per day per priority to determine the service level agreement. 

B. Count the number of background check failures for each priority and calculate the difference from the service level
agreement. 

C. Capture the times to start and complete the background check, calculate the duration and compare it to the service
level agreement by priority. 

D. Capture the times to start and complete the background check, calculate the service level agreement for each priority
and compare it to thetimes. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to improve their hiring process and has requested a BPM analyst to define a future state process.
After analyzing the current state process, the BPM analyst found many opportunities for improvement which could lead
this initiative into a 5 year project. How should the BPM analyst map the future state process? 

A. Map a short term process which includes only low effort opportunities. 

B. Map one single process which includes all improvement opportunities. 

C. Build a short term and a long term future state process road-map through prioritization of the opportunities. 

D. Build a roadmap of processes for all releases in the next 5 years by categorizing the opportunities into individual
releases. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

During a process discovery session, the business subject matter experts (SMEs) and the BPM analyst have created the
following process for a "3rd Party Grant Writing Process": 
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The business subject matter experts (SMEs) insist that the review after the "Develop" activities will be completed
outside of the process platform. The process platform will be alerted that the reviews are complete and the process
should proceed to the "Archive" activities". 

How should the BPM analyst adjust the process so that the business requirements can be captured and a BPM
Developer can have enough information to build an executable process? 

A. Combine the "Review" milestone and the "Archive" milestone into "Review and Archive" 

B. Insert an Exception event on the process flow between "Complete Grant" and \\'Email and Save Grant\\' 

C. Add a system swimlane and a message event to receive the review message (placed in new swimlane and the
"Review" milestone) 

D. Add a swimlane to the process diagram for a "Reviewer" role and an activity to accept the reviews (placed in new
swimlane and the \\'Review\\'milestone) 

Correct Answer: C 
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